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how might i create
a card game?

Agree to Disagree is largely inspired by the phrase
“We can disagree and still be friends” that has been
seen on the internet since the 2020 election season.
At it’s core, this statement is true; however, certain
opposing ideals cannot be forgiven. This is how
Agree to Disagree was formed. It is a game that
provides insignificant arguments that you and your
close group of friends can disagree on and laugh
about at the end of the day.

agree to
disagree:
keywords

funny
sarcastic
low stakes
entertaining
friendly rivalry

research

1.

concept & process
The most challenging aspect of
this process was picking a
concept. I found a few sources
that provided me with steps to
make game design managable.

process guide
Get your tools – It does not take

find the structure – Games are

much to create a card game. Just find

systems. Take your topic and make it

some small bits of paper and a pencil!


simpler through the mechanics


Set Up and process – Be prepared to

limit the play – Force the players into

cross stuff out and make little tweaks as

making decisions to further the play


you progress in the game

find the interactions – Card games
SELECT A TOPIC - Pick something that

are great for making players interact

interests you and that you want to play

with eachother. How would you
accomplish this?

List compiled from Dr. Thomas Rawlings at Huffington Post

2.

game mechanics
Game mechanics give players a
set of rules and objectives to
interact with. I began my
research by looking at various
game mechanics. The next
slide are some initial game
mechanics that interested me.

game mechanics
Hidden Movement – One or more
players plan their movement in secret so
that the other players do not know
exactly what will happen

Negotiation – This includes games
where players need to negotiate with
other players

Social Deduction – Players need to
use social cues to determine facts about
the other players

Take That – Games where you can make
moves that directly adversely affect
another player or impede their progress

Voting – Players in the game vote

List compiled from Tabletop Bellhop and Boardgaming.com

3.

gameplay strategy
At the end of fall semester, I
held a brainstorming session
for the playthrough of my
game. In order to do this, I
talked through strategy with
someone unrelated to my
concept to get a new
perspective on the material

chart is very rough and is adapted when prototype tested

4.

rules
After receiving feedback on
the playthrough of Agree to
Disagree, I began drafting
rules to accompany. These
rules were modified and
tweaked after being shared
with the prototype groups in
order to make the most
effective explanation.

draft one
1. __________ goes first

2. Player picks up topic card and chooses who they want
to debate

3. Chosen player draws a debate card

4. Player one gets one minute to present their case

5. Player two can now respond based on their debate card

6. Player one and two go back and forth for 2 minutes

7. Player three and four then decide who won the round

8. Play continues clockwise and repeats

9. Play ends with one player has won 7 topics

changes
In Draft Two, who goes first
is decided

Player gets a new name in
Draft Two

Playing style was critiqued
and changed in Draft Two as
a result of a prototype test

Winning number of topic
cards changes in Draft Two

draft two
Roles:

Set Up:

Instigator - This is the player that chooses the

1. Shuffle topic cards & set in the center.


topic card and who they want to debate.

Responder - This is the player chosen by Player 1
to respond to their argument. They are the ones

2. Shuffle debate cards.


* 3. Deal 5 debate cards to each player.

that select one of their debate card.


changes
Judges - The remaining players not involved in the
round of debate are considered judges. They will

The biggest piece of feedback I received on
this draft is that I was lacking in explanation in

be determining the winner of that round. They may

one area and overexplaining in another. For

deliberate amongst themselves to decide who

example, I needed more context on what to do

wins. However, in the end, they don’t have to reach
a consensus, they can vote however they want

with the debate cards after dealing, but my
role explanations were too wordy.

draft two cont’d
M

at e r i a l s :

Topic Cards: Cards that give the subject

Add a little….Spice


for that round of the debate


Play with these two additional cards when all

Debate Cards: Six cards outlining how
Responder will counter Instigator’s topic:

players feel comfortable with the game

*

Stan Culture


Troll


No matter what, your fans are

Attempt to win the debate

Devil’s Advocate


Free For All


dedicated. Try your best to lose

by using random tactics on

Disagree with your

Pick your own debate style



the debate because this card

your opponent

opponent



reverses the outcome


#______isover


Superiority Complex


“Imma let you finish but…..”


Agree with your opponent

Don’t counter argue with

but make your reasons

Player 1. Play this card to

better

immediately shut down their
argument and cancel them

However, this goes both ways.
If your opponent loses instead,
their fans will reverse the
outcome in their favor

draft two cont’d
* how to play:
1. The player with the most followers on twitter

7. Player 1 and Player 2 can now go back and forth

goes first. They are Player 1


for 2 minutes


2. Player 1 draws a topic card and chooses

8. After the two minutes are up, the non debate

someone to debate. This is Player 2


players can now deliberate to determine the

3. Player 2 chooses one of their five debate

winner of the round


cards before the debate starts. This is how

9. In the event of a tie, Player 1 and Player 2 will

Player 2 will counter argue Player 1’s topic


play Rock Paper Scissors to determine a winner


4. The remaining players will act as judges to

10. Winner takes the topic card as a point


determine if Player 1 or Player 2 won the debate

5. Player 1 argues their case for one minute
(uninterrupted)

6. Player 2 then counter argues using the
debate strategy they chose

11. Player 2 discards their debate card and picks
up a new debate card

12. Play continues clockwise from Player 1

The first player to 5 topic cards has won the game

draft two cont’d
changes
Free For All card is briefly changed

“How to Play” gets changed to

to “Freebie” but eventually

“Playing a Round” to create an

removed from the game


understanding of repitition


Every instance of “your opponent”

There are currently 12 steps here

or “player 1/2” gets replaced with

which is too many. The final draft

Instigator, Responder or Judges to

is 6 steps


tie in the roles


Prototype testing helped tweak

“Add a little...spice” section gets

the debate times to make sure

rewritten to be more concise


they made sense

Stan Culture card is still confusing

The final draft of rules is in the How To

and gets rewritten

Play section of this presentation

5.

prototype testing
In Jaunary, I began prototype
testing gameplay on various
groups. Through this, I was
able to modify the game
mechanics and copy to better
suit my audience

testing
1.18: test one

Changed playing style (reflected in
rule draft two). Players determined
that the current style wasn’t as
intuitive

Card wording was confusing and
Players needed explanations. The
vocabulary changed for the next
prototype test

1.30: test two
Different group from Test One

Tested the timing of events and
made minor tweaks to make sure
everyone had enough time to say
their piece and keep each round
under control

Played with the new mechanics and
Players were able to understand
what to do

6.

Current market
When I was beginning my
visual research, I started by
looking at the current market.
I put together both a chart and
a visual moodboard of what is
on the market.

analogous research
This game revolves around the other players

Red Flags is a game where one person is The

discussing who in the group is most likely to

Single and all other players are trying to

____. One person reads the card and becomes

build the perfect date for them. However,

the judge. The other players then have to

other players have the ability to sabotage

determine who deserves the card. If you end

their friends with red flags. Once every card

up with the card, this is a point against you.

is shown, players have to convince the Single

The game ends when a loser is determinded

that their date is still the best. Think along

(the person with the most cards).


the lines of Cards Against Humanity but with

Similarities: discussion among friends,
convincing people

bad dates.

Similarities: debates about why your choice
is the best, creating scenarios

When playing Disturbed Friends, a card is

You are a Liar is a game where people

drawn for one person that has a question

alternate taking turns reading from cards.

with three answer choices. The other players

These cards contain either truths or lies. The

must decide which answer best suits the

other players then have to guess if the card

person that card is for. Once a decision is

is the truth or a lie.


made, the ‘judge’ reveals their answer. 


Similarities: the non-card reading friends are

Similarities: discussion, debate, interesting

trying to figure out of the card is telling the

scenarios

truth or not. This creates some strategy or
discussion between players

current market
o b s e r vat i o n s
Similar color schemes. Most of these
games are red, black, and white. Very few
incorporate other colors into their design

The text is relatively simple. I understand
this necessity on the description side,
but I feel like the card backs can be a fun
place to explore design and concept

Layout on the boxes is simple and
similarly laid out on most of these
games. They aren’t easy to distinguish

challenges
How does my game fit into this?

Where can I break up the monotony of
the current market?

How will I use color, shape, and type to
set my game apart?

Are there aspects of the current market
that I should take into consideration
when designing?

how to play
the final draft of the rules

set up & roles
1. Shuffle topic cards & set in the center.


Instigator - Player that chooses the topic card

2. Shuffle debate cards.


and who they want to debate.


3. Deal 5 debate cards to each player.

Responder - Chosen by Instigator to respond.

Place remaning cards in the center.

They select one of their debate cards as their
method of countering.

Judges - Remaining players not involved in
the round of debate. Judging is completely
suggestive. They determine the round winner.

materials
Topic Cards: Cards that give the subject

Add a little….Spice


for that round of the debate


Play with these two additional cards to add

Debate Cards: Six cards outlining how
Responder will counter Instigator’s topic:

complexity to the gameplay

Stan Culture


Troll


Try to lose the debate because

Attempt to win the debate
by using random tactics on

Devil’s Advocate


#______isover


this card reverses the outcome.


Disagree with Instigator



Don’t counter argue. Play

However, this goes both ways.

this card immediately to shut

If Instigator loses, their fans

Superiority Complex


down the argument and

will reverse the outcome in

Agree with Instigator but

‘cancel’ Instigator

their favor

make your reasons better

Instigator

playing a round
1. The player with the most followers on

4. Judges now deliberate to determine the

Twitter goes first. They are the Instigator.

winner of the round. (In the event of a tie,

Draw a topic card & choose a Responder


Instigator and Responder will play Rock,

2. Responder chooses one of their debate

Paper, Scissors to determine a winner)


cards before the debate starts. This is

5. Winner takes the topic card as a point.

how Responder will counter Instigator’s

Responder discards their debate card and

topic (House Rules: Topic can either be

picks up a new debate card from the center


disclosed before debate or not)


6. Play continues clockwise from Instigator

3. Instigator argues their case for one
minute. Responder uses debate strategy
to respond for an additional one minute.
Instigator and Responder then go back
and forth for 2 minutes

Winning:
The first player to collect 5 Topic Cards wins

design

1.

design round one
To create my card design, I
began with moodboards to help
solidify my idea. For the
beginning of the semester I was
working with a style that I would
consider “Wordart-y” and
somewhat reminiscent of
Wordart found in Microsoft Word

round one
f e e d back

How could I ‘mess’ the design

up more? 


Everything is currently very

static in the design, how

might I break the box?


Is it possible to achieve a

more “Wordart” feel?

2.

design round two
After the feedback in Round
One, I went back to thumbnails
to try and push my design more
towards Wordart. I felt good
about the sketches I made, but I
struggled with the execution.

round two
f e e d bac k
I got positive reactions to
the thumbnail skectches I
made, but I was still
struggling with the final
execution of the cards

3.

design round three
In this round, I took a step back
from my previous moodboard
since it was not working. I
rethought my visuals and built a
new moodboard to accompany
the newest design round.

round three

current card backs for the topic and debate cards

current card fronts for the topic and debate cards

agree to disgree

M aterials:
Topic Cards: Cards that give the subject
for that round of the debate


Set Up:
1. Shuffle topic cards & set in the center.

2. Shuffle debate cards.

3. Deal 5 debate cards to each player.
Place remaning cards in the center.





Debate Cards: Six cards outlining how

Responder will counter Instigator’s topic:

Devil’s Advocate


Free For All


Disagree with Instigator



Pick any debate style



Superiority Complex


#______isover


Agree with Instigator but

Don’t counter argue. Play

make your reasons better

this card immediately to

Roles:

shut down the argument
and ‘cancel’ Instigator

Instigator - Player that chooses the topic
card and who they want to debate.


Add a little….Spice


Responder - Chosen by Instigator to

Play with these two additional cards to add

respond. They select one of their debate

complexity to the gameplay

cards as their method of countering.

Judges - Remaining players not involved

Stan Culture


Troll


Try to lose the debate

Attempt to win the

because this card reverses

debate by using random

in the round of debate. Judging is

the outcome.


tactics on Instigator

completely suggestive. They determine

However, this goes both

the round winner.

ways. If Instigator loses,
their fans will reverse the
outcome in their favor

Playing a Round:
1. The player with the most followers on

4. Judges now deliberate to determine the

Twitter goes first. They are the Instigator.

winner of the round. (In the event of a tie,

Draw a topic card and choose a Responder



Instigator and Responder will play Rock,
Paper, Scissors to determine a winner)



2. Responder chooses one of their debate
cards before the debate starts. This is how

5. Winner takes the topic card as a point.

Responder will counter Instigator’s topic

Responder discards their debate card and

(House Rules: Topic can either be

picks up a new debate card from the center



disclosed before debate or not)


6. Play continues clockwise from Instigator
3. Instigator argues their case for one
minute. Responder uses debate strategy
to respond for an additional one minute.
Instigator and Responder then go back
and forth for 2 minutes

current box design and rule sheet layout

Winning:
The first player to collect 5 Topic Cards wins

finishing
touches

1.

debate cards
On the next slides are the final
five debate cards. I have
included their quantity as well

50

16

these are the cards that change up the debate styles the most

16

16

2

2.

topic cards
I have 100 total topic cards for
the game. The next few slides
are a small sample of the topics

10 cards will be open
for players to choose
their own topics
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